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Secret sin leads to public punishment. No matter how good you think you can hide your wrongs, in
the end your sin will find you out.
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Harlot with scarlet cord is turned into
the hero of the faith.

Great harlot sitting on a scarlet beast
is destroyed and woman saved.
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7 priests, 7 trumpets, 7 days, march
around the city 7 times on the 7th day
– trumpet and shout. (Joshua 4:1-5)
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(The 7th seal becomes 7 trumpets and the
7th trumpet becomes 7 bowls)
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1. Harboring Secret Sin in the camp will bring public

collateral

damage and shame.
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2. Removing the Secret Sin in the camp secures God’s blessing.
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3. Secret Sin in the camp must be confronted by the people of God.
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and God must be glorified.
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Homework: Pray about and livingly confront someone who you know is living foul. Ask them if they
are saved. Ask them if they are struggling in an area of their life. Ask them if you can help them in their
struggle (let’s provide skills).
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Extra credit: Compare Achan’s story to Numbers 16 and Acts 5; then write two sentences on the common
thread that exists and what, if anything, you need to do to prevent a N.T. version of the fate of these people.
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You can purchase a CD copy of this message and previous messages in the
Rockpile after service or online at www.rockpilestore.com.
For small group questions, log onto www.therocksandiego.org/smallgroups.
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